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20Q1 20Q4 21Q1

Total Inventory  
(in Thousands of SF) 66,806 66,760 66,293

New Supply  
(in Thousands of SF) 109 0 -467

Net Absorption  
(in Thousands of SF) -136 -1,325 -1,163

Overall Vacancy 8.7% 14.7% 15.7%

Under 
Construction

(in Thousands of SF)
 4,388  4,388  4,153 

Overall Asking  
Lease Rates $65.21 $66.16 $63.07

YOY

FORECAST

YOYYOY

FORECAST
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Market Summary
There is light at the end of the tunnel, as more than one million Massachusetts residents have been fully vaccinated. While 
certainly a far cry from pre-pandemic levels, activity in Boston is picking up, with more foot traffic in the city. Physical occupancies 
remain low but are improving little by little. First quarter stats show an apparent settling of the market. Negative absorption 
continued, the amount of sublease space has begun to stabilize, and asking rents declined for the first time this cycle. Vacancies 
ended the quarter at 15.7%, a seven percentage-point increase from one year ago.

Many employers are eyeing a return to the office by the end of the third quarter. This bodes well for further market stabilization, 
since occupiers can better plan for the long range once they’re back in their space. There is still much uncertainty about 
permanent remote work and what that will mean for physical occupancy. Smooth sailing is unlikely, but we anticipate 2021 being 
a year of discovery before a potential recovery in 2022.

Forecast/Vacancy & AbsorptionMarket Indicators

Historic Comparison

6.62%
Unemployment 
Rate

1.745%
U.S. 10 Year 
Treasury Note

4.67%
GDP - Quarterly 
% change yr/yr

Source: Oxford Economics

Vacancy Rate

15.7%
Net Absorption

-1.2M SF

Overall Class A Asking 
Lease Rates (FSG)

$68.45/SF

Under 
Construction

4.2M SF

Key Takeaways
• Vacancies continued to rise, but at a slower rate in Q1.

• Sublease space is beginning to stabilize.

• Average asking rents fell for the first time during this cycle.

• Lab conversions are taking competitive office space out of 
the market.

Absorption New Supply Total Vacancy

Supply, Demand & Vacancy
Fundamentals continued to soften in the first quarter. 
Negative net absorption of 1.2 million square feet is 
in line with that in recent quarters. Class B was the 
main contributor, with 700,000 square feet of negative 
absorption on the quarter. Overall vacancies are 15.7%, a 
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Amazon Seaport Building
source: bizjournal.com

one-percentage-point increase from year-end and seven 
percentage points from one year ago. Tenant activity is 
picking up. Subleases are beginning to move, especially 
those priced right. Sublease space showed signs of 
stabilizing in the first quarter, largely thanks to State 
Street taking off its 200,000-square-foot block of space 
at 100 Summer, though it remains near an all-time high. 
Charlestown has the highest vacancies in the market, at 
27.9% due to a rise in sublease space, specifically from 
Boston Medical Center. Fenway/Kenmore boasts the 
lowest vacancy, at 4.7%.

Because of a dearth of big tenants touring the market 
today, the market will need to rely on 10,000-square-
foot to 25,000-square-foot tenants to drive the recovery. 
Healthcare and health tech tenants are currently active, 
as are cybersecurity and other technology-centered 
platforms. Boston’s strong appeal for venture capital and 
NIH funding and a historic IPO pace bode well for demand. 
Life science remains a growth industry, and not all life 
science firms need lab space. Speaking of life science, 
development continues to shift in that direction. With 601 
Congress coming out of the and 321 Harrison changing 
direction prior to completion, competitive office space is 
shrinking. But the need for office space remains and was 
clearly demonstrated by Amazon, which signed the largest 
lease in Boston in years, taking a second tower at Seaport 
Square. Tower development/repositioning at Winthrop 
Center, South Station, Hub on Causeway, One Congress, 
and One Post Office Square will add new product to the 
market in the quarters ahead.

Looking Ahead
As former mayor Marty Walsh heads to Washington, 
D.C., as U.S. Secretary of Labor, a new administration 
is just months away. Kim Janey is acting mayor, and 
several other Boston City Council members are running 
for the mayor’s office. How this all plays out could have 
a major effect on the commercial real estate market 
in Boston, particularly on development. While it’s still 
early and thoughts about this are speculative, a change 
in administration could signal a pivot from the type of 
growth in Boston in recent years. Whether that’s good or 
bad is open to debate, but a more stringent development 
policy could erode Boston’s competitiveness — we are 
already a high-cost city to live and operate a business in. 

Deliveries will pick up over the next 24 months, putting 
added stress on fundamentals in Boston as the 
market recovers from the pandemic. Given this wave 
of development and the lack of preleasing in multiple 
buildings, vacancies are likely to remain elevated, despite 
an anticipated demand rebound. Historically, new 
product wins out in Boston, and in an era when tenants 
are focused on health and wellness, environmental 
sustainability, and convenience, these new buildings are 
expected to attract attention. That may be from growing 
companies such as Amazon adding jobs in the area or 
from established companies relocating, and will go a 
long way toward determining how vacancy looks in the 
quarters ahead.

Rental Rates
Landlords have been able to hold on to asking rents, with 
very little movement on average rates, although certain 
buildings and spaces have reduced rents. Concessions are 
up, as tenants are able to negotiate additional months of 
free rent or tenant improvement allowances. But overall, 
rents haven’t responded to market conditions as they have 
historically: In essence, the market is defying gravity. Class 
A rents have decreased 3.1% over the past year, while 
Class B has seen a 4.8% drop. Class A sublease rents are 
17.1% below direct asking rents, making some of these 
spaces quite attractive. 

Class A High Rise Class A Mid Rise Class A Low Rise

$80-$115 $65-$80 $60-$65 $50-$65 /SF
Class B
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Combined 20Q1 20Q4 21Q1

Total Inventory  
(in Thousands of SF) 121,845 122,244 122,244

New Supply  
(in Thousands of SF) -5 349 0

Net Absorption  
(in Thousands of SF) 238 522 95

Cambridge 20Q1 20Q4 21Q1

Overall Vacancy 6.4% 10.0% 10.2%

Under 
Construction

(in Thousands of SF)
 425  420  420 

Overall Asking  
Lease Rates

$79.33 $78.72 $77.09

Suburbs 20Q1 20Q4 21Q1

Overall Vacancy 16.5% 18.2% 18.1%

Under 
Construction

(in Thousands of SF)
 1,559  1,493  1,493 

Overall Asking  
Lease Rates $25.47 $25.27 $25.37
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Historic Comparison

Cambridge & Suburbs

Key Takeaways
• Cambridge vacancies remain tight, particularly in Kendall 

Square. Google continues to grow locally.

• Demand is showing signs of life in several submarkets, 
though it’s sluggish elsewhere.

• Rents have held up, as lab, biomanufacturing, and 
industrial conversion/redevelopment are popular.

• Office development is limited, which should aid this 
market’s recovery.
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Market Summary
The office market in Cambridge and the suburbs is showing mixed signals. Absorption was mostly flat in Cambridge quarter-
over-quarter, with 27,000 square feet of negative absorption. In the suburbs, 123,000 square feet was absorbed in the first 
quarter. While ZoomInfo agreed to take 226,000 square feet in Waltham, IBM is leaving its roughly 500,000-square-foot campus 
in Littleton. Vacancies at 10.2% in Cambridge and 18.1% in the suburbs are up 3.8 and 1.6 percentage points, respectively, over 
the past 12 months. Office demand remains restrained, while lab/life science is stealing the headlines. Sublease space availability 
declined, ending the quarter at a combined 3.4 million square feet, down nearly 200,000 square feet since year-end; both 
Cambridge and the suburbs saw a quarterly decline. 

Vacancy Rate

17.3%
Net Absorption

95K SF

Cambridge Class A Asking 
Lease Rates (FSG)

Suburbs Class A Asking 
Lease Rates (FSG)

$89.03/SF

$27.58/SF

Under 
Construction

1.9M SF

Forecast/Vacancy & Absorption

Absorption New Supply Total Vacancy



Supply, Demand & Vacancy
Cambridge and the suburbs’ highly educated workforce 
creates diversified demand from numerous industries 
and business categories. Cambridge has been tech-centric 
on the office side, attracting companies such as Google, 
which plans to expand and ultimately occupy over one 
million square feet in the market. The suburban markets 
have long been dominated by technology companies as 
well. But technology has evolved to software as a service 
(SaaS), 3-D printing, robotics, manufacturing, and life 
sciences, which are current and future drivers of the 
market. Healthcare and medical and business services also 
continue to be important. The area’s strong venture capital 
investment flows bode well for future demand.

Office development is restrained outside of Boston, with 
new construction focused on lab product. The pipeline is 
headlined by Puma’s new home in Somerville, a market 
quickly pivoting its growth toward lab. Olympus’s build-
to-suit in Westborough will soon complete, while Dunham 
Ridge in Beverly, will bring 154,000 square feet of new 
product online in the North market. 

Vacancies remain the lowest in East Cambridge, at just 
9.4%; along the 128 belt they’re generally in the teens, 
while in 495 submarkets they are generally north of 20%. 
The Route 495 North and Route 128 Mass Pike submarkets 
posted the strongest absorption thanks to Tracelink and 
DCAMM up north, and ZoomInfo in Waltham. Active 
tenants such as Pegasystems, Oracle, Microsoft, and IBM 
suggest future demand is right around the corner.

Looking Ahead
Growing demand drivers such as life science and 
cGMP manufacturing offer opportunities to reposition 
suburban office assets. We have seen office product 
scraped in order to build new industrial (Littleton), 
and portions of floors (or entire floors) removed to 
provide taller clear heights (Chelmsford, Boxborough). 
Owners with financial flexibility may be able to tap 
into this newfound demand and fill up current high-
vacancy assets. Meanwhile, conversions are the name 
of the game today, leading the way in markets such as 
Lexington, Waltham, and Watertown, and occurring even 
in Cambridge, particularly around Alewife. Conversions 
are taking competitive office space out of the market 
and will continue to, marginally reducing vacancy in 
some cases and meaningfully in others. 

Boston’s suburbs remain weighed down by large 
blocks of vacancy, which props up the vacancy rate and 
somewhat skews the health of the market. Further, 
many unanswered questions remain about the future 
of office work, how many workers will return, at what 
frequency, and on what timeline. With many large 
occupiers in Boston’s suburban market, this situation 
bears watching. If more companies go the way of 
IBM, reducing their campus footprint — their space is 
being marketed but isn’t reflected in our statistics, as 
availability is still several quarters out — vacancies will 
remain elevated, particularly along 495. Even campuses 
closer in to the city are a challenge: it took years to fill 
Reebok’s former headquarters. The decisions of these 
major occupiers will affect the trajectory and pace of the 
impending recovery. Rental Rates

Asking rents are holding steady, and deal volume is just 
a fraction of that in a typical market. Tenants hold some 
pricing power today, though negotiating typically leads to 
higher tenant improvement allowances or free rent, rather 
than lower face rents. Tenants are beginning to return to 
the office, and occupancy is improving. With the vaccine 
rollout gaining speed, a more “normal” fall/post-Labor 
Day period is expected. It is possible that this cycle will 
avoid the typical rent reductions of a recession/downturn. 
Since Boston rents are mostly holding as well, the rent 
discount in the suburbs remains substantial. And future 
infrastructure projects along the Mass Pike may lead to 
more growth in the suburbs as a result.

ZoomInfo | 275 Wyman St 
Cambridge Headquarters
source: hobbsbrook.com



Office/Lab

Multifamily Retail

Brookfield Life Science Portfolio |  
Cambridge

BioMed Realty 
*Portfolio Sale

$3,164,000,000 | $1,863/SF

Strata | 500 Broadway | Malden

The Green Cities Company

$95,500,000 | $323,729/Unit

401 Park/201 Brookline | Boston

Alexandria Real Estate Equities 
*Portfolio Sale

$1,482,200,000 | $1,000/SF

Union Place | 10 Independence Way | 
Franklin

UDR

$77,400,000 | $258,000/Unit

100 Crosby Drive | Bedford

Redgate Capital Partners

$47,500,000 | $181/SF

700 Pleasant Street | Super Stop & Shop | 
Watertown

Equity Industrial Partners

$35,500,000 | $509/SF

100 Chauncy Street | Boston

MC Real Estate Partners

$27,800,000 | $378/SF

64 Pleasant Street | Watertown

Berkeley Investments

$23,000,000 | $240/SF

162 Boylston Street | Boston

Thibeault Development

$18,350,000 | $432/SF
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Retail

Industrial

Industrial

166 Walnut Street | Walgreens | Saugus

New Chelsea Realty

$12,250,000| $575/SF

James Campbell Portfolio |  
Foxborough/Mansfield

BentallGreenOak/The Seyon Group

$43,100,000 | $172/SF

AIG/Novoya Portfolio |  
Billerica/Wilmington/Londonderry, NH

BentallGreenOak

$151,800,000 | $219/SF

580 Pleasant Street | Watertown

Griffith Properties/DRA Advisors

$21,500,000 | $148/SF

613 Main Street | Wilmington

The Seyon Group/Morgan Stanley

$61,350,000 | $161/SF

Key Takeaways
• Half of Boston’s office and industrial investment sales volume was 

lab/life science-driven last year. This is the hottest property type 
around.

• Industrial remains a major focus, with plentiful capital chasing its 
strong cash flow and rising rents. Structurally higher e-commerce 
sales and growth of cGMP manufacturing have grabbed investors’ 
attention.

• Interest rates remain favorable despite moving up from record 
lows. Capital is still looking for CRE deals. 

• Distress is limited, with only a few assets facing challenges. A 
repeat of the GFC or the S&L crisis is not expected.
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Copyright © 2021 Colliers
The information contained herein has been obtained from sources 
deemed reliable. While every reasonable effort has been made to 
ensure its accuracy, we cannot guarantee it. No responsibility is 
assumed for any inaccuracies. Readers are encouraged to consult 
their professional advisors prior to acting on any of the material 
contained in this report.

The data in this report reflects recent organizational changes to our data series. This report represents the Class A and B office market. Lab properties 
have been removed and are available in their own series/publication. Historical comparisons will now reflect this reorganization.

Submarket/Class
Total 

Inventory SF
Direct 

Availability
Sublease 

Availability
Availability 

Rate

Availability 
Rate 

Previous

Net 
Absorption 

Current

Net 
Absorption 

YTD

Under 
Construction

Deliveries 
YTD

Avg Direct 
Asking Rate 

(FSG)

Boston

A 48,349,358 4,164,554 2,423,631 13.6% 13.5% (490,058) (490,058)  4,152,634 0  $68.45 

B 17,943,713 2,773,420 1,029,105 21.2% 18.0% (672,650) (672,650)  -   0  $55.00 

TOTAL 66,293,071 6,937,974 3,452,736 15.7% 14.7% (1,162,708) (1,162,708)  4,152,634 0  $63.07 

TOTAL 188,537,557 24,807,303 6,727,658 16.7% 16.4% (1,067,383) (1,067,383)  6,066,090 0

Cambridge

A 9,877,537 479,338 547,726 10.4% 10.3% (14,299) (14,299)  420,000 0  $89.03 

B 2,495,302 196,186 36,788 9.3% 8.8% (13,126) (13,126)  -   0  $72.26 

TOTAL 12,372,839 675,524 584,514 10.2% 10.0% (27,425) (27,425)  420,000 0  $77.09 

Boston

Back Bay 13,379,652 911,611 607,626 11.4% 10.1% (173,142) (173,142) 0 0 $67.81

Downtown 34,251,697 4,011,524 1,709,177 16.7% 15.4% (429,522) (429,522)  772,422 0 $65.22

Allston / Brighton 758,521 27,081 47,065 9.8% 9.8% - -  -   0 $55.00

Charlestown 2,197,685 299,365 309,011 27.7% 16.0% (264,290) (264,290)  -   0 $47.55

Crosstown 504,000 44,473 0 8.8% 10.7% 9,704 9,704  -   0 $40.42

Fenway / Kenmore 1,918,948 73,647 23,865 5.1% 7.4% 44,319 44,319  275,000 0 $58.48

North Station 2,245,004 349,242 157,144 22.6% 23.5% 20,941 20,941  1,715,212 0 $54.35

Seaport 9,781,423 1,047,088 558,822 16.4% 17.7% (364,232) (364,232)  730,000 0 $61.05

South Station 1,256,141 173,943 40,026 17.0% 16.5% (6,486) (6,486)  660,000 0 $54.16

TOTAL 66,293,071 6,937,974 3,452,736 15.7% 14.7% (1,162,708) (1,162,708)  4,152,634 0  $63.07 

Suburbs

Inner Suburbs 5,350,998 727,143 163,258 16.6% 15.9% (38,694) (38,694)  379,312 0 $36.11

Route 128 North 6,902,551 1,032,873 21,118 15.3% 17.0% 120,978 120,978  374,000 0 $21.50

Route 128 Northwest 17,593,147 2,166,634 328,667 14.2% 13.2% (172,348) (172,348)  -   0 $30.88

Route 128 Mass Pike 20,680,641 2,650,085 734,514 16.4% 17.3% 191,167 191,167  253,810 0 $37.59

Route 128 South 16,159,772 2,155,718 237,365 14.8% 14.9% 14,795 14,795  116,334 0 $24.80

Route 495 North 18,740,522 3,740,462 549,206 23.5% 24.2% 136,856 136,856  220,000 0 $18.91

Route 495 West 19,259,736 3,856,971 462,314 22.4% 22.0% (77,904) (77,904)  150,000 0 $20.39

Route 495 South 3,196,097 394,768 93,966 15.3% 13.3% (63,391) (63,391)  -   0 $19.97

Worcester 1,988,183 352,702 100,000 22.8% 23.3% 11,291 11,291  -   0 $23.49

TOTAL 109,871,647 17,077,356 2,690,408 18.1% 18.2% 122,750 122,750  1,493,456 0  $25.37 

Cambridge

Alewife Station / Route 2 1,713,348 164,540 84,774 14.6% 16.6% 35,801 35,801  -   0 $75.05

East Cambridge 8,842,083 411,969 419,558 9.4% 9.1% (23,543) (23,543)  420,000 0 $89.50

Harvard Square / Mass Ave 1,817,408 99,015 80,182 9.9% 7.7% (39,683) (39,683)  -   0 $77.09

TOTAL 12,372,839 675,524 584,514 10.2% 10.0% (27,425) (27,425)  420,000 0  $77.09 

Suburbs

A 44,419,641 6,909,778 1,399,772 18.7% 19.6% 402,494 402,494  1,493,456 0  $27.58 

B 65,452,006 10,284,027 1,290,636 17.7% 17.3% (279,744) (279,744)  -   0  $23.91 

TOTAL 109,871,647 17,193,805 2,690,408 18.1% 18.2% 122,750 122,750  1,493,456 0  $25.37 
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